INSTRUCTION FOR THE

5147F2

1) To set up your Henri Studio Fountain, carefully prepare
a firm, flat ground surface.
2) Place the 6147 Basin on your prepared setting. Note
that there is a designed cord exit built within a corner
of the basin. Set this toward your power supply.
3) Thread the ¾” male thread x barb adapter into the top
of the pump. Push the water tube onto the pump adapter.
Place the pump in the basin bottom and slip the pump’s
power cord down through the cast-in exit in the
corner of the basin as shown.
4) Connect the 42-051 cable to the 3-way
connector. Leave the connector inside the
basin while inserting the other end of the
42-051 cable down through the cord exit to
the transformer outside the fountain. Pull excess
light cable and pump cord away from the outside
of the basin, leaving the 3-way connector near
the top of the inside exit opening.
5) Seal up the exit hole by placing the 2-hole
rubber stopper around the pump cord and the
42-051 cable, then pressing in place in the exit hole.
6) Set the AB871L (spot) lights on the shelves inside the upper level of the 6147 Basin. Connect the light
cords to open receptacles of the 3-way connector.
7) Rest the 5147 Medallion Top on its side near the 6147 Basin. Place the 04-124 Diffuser inside the top
opening of the Medallion, then insert the thin power cord of the AB870 Water Plume Light through the
Diffuser. Gently push the AB870 Water Plume Light snuggly into the Diffuser and pull the power cord out
the bottom of the Medallion.
8) At the bottom of the Medallion, hold the AB870 power cord inside the groove built in the thread of the
15-359 special adapter. While holding the power cord in place, thread the adapter up into the coupling found
at the bottom of the Medallion.
9) Connect the end of the AB870 power cord to the 3-Way Connector inside the 6147 Basin. Then , with
help, lift the Medallion, attach the water tube to the barbed fitting underneath, and set it on the end ledges
built inside the Basin.
10) Fill the Basin with water. Read your pump and light instructions. Plug pump and light transformer into
a GFCI protected power source. If the pump does not immediately create a water flow, there may be an “air
lock” within the pump impeller chamber caused by a bubble of air. This is common. Simply unplug and
plug in the pump several times to clear the air lock. Csd
IMPORTANT – WINTER CARE
Winter ice build-up can cause damage to concrete statuary. Follow these tips to reduce winter weathering to your fountain:
* Disconnect power to pump and lights.
* Remove plugs / stoppers in all fountain bowls to open drains and let all moisture out. Keep drains open throughout winter.
* Place an absorbant material like burlap, blankets, etc. inside vases/bowls and cover all with a Henri fountain cover.
* Do not allow snow or ice to build up on or against the concrete. Remove snow before it turns to ice. Do not use salt or chemical ice
removers as these may damage concrete.

